ROYAL SHENANDOAH GREENWAY

Zone Three Conceptual Master Plan:
Shenandoah National Park Connection, 1.05 miles

WITHIN ZONE THREE TRAIL USERS WILL PASS THROUGH SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK.
- Zone Three connects the Royal Shenandoah Greenway from Samuels Public Library to Skyline High School.
- It offers an escape into the quiet solitude of nature in Shenandoah National Park.
- A segment of the trail will utilize the existing Dickey Ridge Trail alignment from US 340 to Skyline Drive.
- Portions of this trail may need to be constructed as a boardwalk to provide an environmentally friendly and stable surface.
- Interpretive historical signage is proposed to highlight the former African-American community in this area. Exact location should be determined after the archaeological study is complete.
- The crossings of Brownstown Road and US 340 need further investigation. Exact trail and crossing locations need to be approved by National Park Service and Virginia Department of Transportation staff and may differ slightly from the proposed concept.

1. The proposed trail will cross Skyline Drive
2. A portion of the trail will run parallel to Skyline Drive
3. Section of the trail that may require boardwalk
4. Entering an old road bed for a portion of the trail
5. Potential neighborhood access point for the trail
6. Wooded section of the trail with gentle slopes
7. The trail will cross Brownstown Road as it moves toward Skyline High School
8. The trail will cross US 340 at the intersection with Brownstown Rd.